1985 honda rebel

The Rebel is part of the CM series of cruisers. It is commonly used in the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation 's certified rider-training courses. The Rebel's fuel consumption averages 52â€” It
has a single disc brake in the front and a drum in the rear. The only gauge is a speedometer that
includes gear recommendations based on speed; there is no tachometer. The transmission is a
standard down-1st, up-2nd to 5th 5-speed. The September issue of Motorcyclist magazine, when
the Rebel was first introduced, said, "by targeting the bike to a young audience, such as those
who watch MTV, Honda hopes to attract newcomers and expand the motorcycle market Honda
is not marketing this motorcycle as a woman's bike. According to American Honda, will be the
last model year for the Honda Rebel to be sold there. The Metropolitan Police Department of the
District of Columbia began to purchase the Rebel in the early s to replace the Vespa scooters
they had previously used, [8] but by the mids the MPD decided to begin replacing the Rebels
with the Harley Davidson XL Sportster , citing a need for more power, durability, and visibility.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Police Officer. Motorcycle Cruiser. Source Interlink
Media. August Archived from the original on Retrieved Cousineau, Ryan Motorcycle Online.
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front: single- disc with twin-piston
caliper Rear: drum. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Rebel. Verza CB Verza.
MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMX Rebel. NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC
Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre. NTV Deauville. VFR
Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator. VFRX Crossrunner.
VFRX Crosstourer. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it. Excellent condition. Tires good. Great fuel mileage. Clean title. No
low ballers. Great bike. For sale, an original Honda Rebel in excellent condition. These bikes
run! All tuned up from top to bottom, side to side. Fresh tires, battery and brake pads. Hop on
and ride. Excellent for those who like the rebel , small to medium riders, and new riders. Small
bump and light scratches on the gas tank. See photo. I'm including a repair manual and some
spare parts. This is the bike that I lea. Selling my Honda rebel in excellent condition. The bike
has around 10, miles, runs excellent, has a new battery and a new tank. Smooth ride! Had two
surgeries done recently. Not interested to ride anymore. Local pick up and cash only please.
Have title in hand. I have honda rebel streetbike clear title. With radiation. Project bike. Comes
as is. No title and no key. Not even sure if it runs. Selling my Honda Rebel. Just bought a
sportster, so want to give this guy to a good home. Great starter bike, runs well, clean title, the
works! This little dude RIPS! The back tail light just needs a little bolt to lock it in place, sam
goes for right foot peg. Other than that, it runs really well and will get the job done. Text me
about info. The first year edition. Great bike starts every time runs strong. This is my commuter
to work on a sunny day. The owner before me did a lot of cosmetic adjustments such as the
seat, lights, and handle bars. I just moved into a one bedroom with no where to put it. Call and
leave a message or text me to buy. Need gone asap!! Rebel is the go-to starter bike, the first
bike for many persons. With a low seat height, anyone can ride it without intimidation. This
example has been restored to full function, and excellent cosmetics! Lots of new parts and time
spent reconditioning. This is a trustworthy bike that is cheap to maintain. Our bike has
upgraded:new gas petcockrebuilt carburetor with new partsnew choke cablerebu. Great
condition. Light motorcycle ideal for smaller riders. Bought it from a friend who got too old to
ride. New tank 2 years ago. Carb rebuilt 2 years ago. Risers on handlebars. Aftermarket duals.
Runs good but carb needs cleaning. Has set for about a year and started every few months.
Have been riding recently. Tires fair. Turn signals need replacing. I have new ones in a box.
Gets 50 plus mpg. ONLY 5, original miles. Runs great! New battery and oil change last summer.
Tires are in great shape. Just got it out of storage today and took it for a nice ride. Only selling
because I'm ready to upgrade to a bigger bike. Strictly female ridden. Never abused. Never layed
down as far as I know. Everything works as it should. A new windshield last fall , comes. City:
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months ago. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The engine was a air cooled twin,
four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a single overhead cams SOHC. It came with a 3. Stopping

was achieved via double disc. The front suspension was a 33mm fork while the rear was
equipped with a dual shocks with five-position spring-preload adjustability. The Rebel was fitted
with a 2. The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The fuel tank wing decal is brown, orange,
and yellow. The side covers were chrome plated. The frame and control levers were black. The
engine was a cc 4-stroke OHC parallel twin with a 5-speed transmission. The black bike was the
same as the model. The blue bike's tank decal was black, gray, and silver. The gas tank and rear
fender striping was gold. The gas tank cap and carburetor cover were gold. The engine cases,
fork legs, and handlebar levers were chrome plated. The black bike's tank decal was dark,
medium, and light brown. The red bike's tank decal was gray, silver, and white. The red bike's
frame was also red. This bike had been absent from the Honda lineup for nine years. In Canada
the color scheme was black and silver and the tank was different bottom picture. The seat
height was extremely low. The MY Rebel is Honda's way to prove that even the
small-displacement bikes can ooze classic styling. A bike for beginners who want to get a taste
of what riding a cruiser is like or for those looking for cost-efficient transportation, the CMX
Rebel is simple, easy to handle and gets the job done. Shaped like any of the big-bore cruisers
out there, this bike comes with a quarter-liter parallel-twin engine which packs plenty of power
for city errands and even weekend getaways. Unintimidating and providing a great way to better
one's riding skills, the Rebel is a very goo first bike. The smallest cruiser-shaped Honda
motorcycle, the CMX Rebel is a nifty first bike for those who want to take their first step into the
two-wheeled world. The parallel twin engine packs quite a punch for a quarter-liter mill, and will
help riders get acquainted to handling a bike while providing solid fun and economical
maintenance. Rebel riders have no less than 5 speeds to help them get around the bends, disc
front brakes to tame the speed and plenty of chrome to be proud of. A great bike for those who
want to enter the cruiser world, the Honda CMX Rebel sports a nifty parallel-twin engine which
is both brawny and economical. The bike is great for new riders and for small ones, as well, as it
comes with a very low seat which allows firm contact with the ground when stopped. With looks
derived from the bigger cruisers, the CMX Rebel is an affordable first bike and will help
beginners boost their confidence before taking the next step to bigger machines. The CMX
Rebel is Honda's smallest cruiser, a bike which is great for both beginners and people in search
for a stylish but economical transportation solution. Powered by a quarter-liter parallel twin
engine, this bike packs plenty of punch for swift city rides and even highway hauls. Its low seat
and weight make it reassuring for less experienced bikers, while its ergonomics allows even
larger riders to enjoy using it. A simple, no-frills mini-cruiser, the CMX Rebel is also affordable
and cheap to maintain. Comfortable and stylish, the Honda Rebel is a nifty entry-lever cruiser
which retains the full attire of the bigger machines, yet provides solid confidence and is
extremely easy to operate. Its low seat makes sure even smaller riders can safely reach the
ground once stopped, while the lightweight construction will surely appeal to riding ladies. A
classic air-cooled parallel twin packs usable punch, while the quarter-liter-class displacement is
budget-friendly. Add in a compliant 5-speed transmission and adjustable rear shocks and
you're set. More than a beginner's bike, the Honda Rebel can also be an economical commuter
for seasoned riders. It uses the same engine as the Honda CB Nighthawk , a model intended
more for street use. This lightweight aprox. The Rebel averages 65 miles per gallon 3. If you're
looking for a smaller, more fuel-efficient bike to replace your huge cruiser for daily commuting
through busy or stuck traffic but are still looking to go the chopper way, the Rebel may be just
the right machine. Likewise, it is a great first bike for new riders, an user-friendly and forgiving
machine aboard which fresh motorcyclists can hone their skills and learn more about what
riding is. Offered in a stunning matte silver-ish grey or candy red graphics, the Honda Rebel
CMXC is a wonderful small-displacement bike for those buying their first motorcycle, while at
the same time being an efficient replacement for the big-bore machines when it comes to slicing
the urban jungle. Powerful enough to ride in the city above the legal speed limit, the Rebel is
also boasting on a very good mileage. Cheap to own and to run, the Honda Rebel CMXC is also
great for ladies and shorter riders as its low seat allows a firm contact with the ground. A
5-speed tranny ensures plenty of versatility to make the Rebel fun and usable, while the overall
styling keeps the bike where it belongs, in the cruiser family. The longevity of the CMX model in
Honda's line-up speaks for itself: young riders love the Rebel, and even more seasoned ones
choose it as a nifty, economical alternative to big-ass cars and baggers. Why get stuck in the
urban clutter when you can easily streak through the slow traffic and reach your destination in
time and even have fun on two wheels? The Rebel carries of the proven air-cooled quarter-liter
recipe and intuitive handling, while the two-up seat adds even more practicality and
convenience to the build. Capable of reaching highway speeds, the Rebel is the ideal
entry-point machine for those who want to get to know better the cruiser world. Compact, light,
low and exceedingly versatile, the Rebel is a great entry-level bike for new riders, but it can

serve as a very economical replacement for your big-bore bike or car for commuting during the
warm season. This air-cooled parallel twin bike packs enough punch for a thrilling ride when it
comes to youngsters, yet it is fairly easy to master and non-intimidating, thanks to the solid
foothold its low seat provides. The classic chopper styling harks back to the bigger bikes, while
the chrome accents will enhance the looks of this nifty small-displacement machine. From
CycleChaos. Honda Rebel Manufacturer Honda. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle ,
scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact
User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Pages with broken file links Cruiser motorcycles
Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles Entry level motorcycles Entry level cruisers cc
displacement motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views
Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Front: double disc. Rear:
expanding brake drum brake. Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Make Honda. Model Rebel. I
have for sale a Honda Rebel cc. It runs and rides good. Has new tires. Seats are in great
condition. All electrical works as it should as do brakes. The only issue with this bike is that one
of the exhaust studs that holds the exhaust to the cylinder is broke off in the cylinder head. I do
have a new cylinder to go on it to replace it with gaskets that will go with it. I have not had time
to put it on. This part is discontinued now and you cannot find it anymore. The bike runs fine as
it is however. The bike has new tires. The front tire is brand new, the rear tire i didn't replace
because it is still in good condition, but I have the new rear tire to go with it as well. I also have
a Clymer's manual, 3 helmets 2 of which cost over Pictures don't show tag bracket, but the
motorcycle has since had a factory tag bracket and tag light installed that functions as it
should. The paint is original and very nice. In fact this entire bike is original. Fred's Rebels only
deals with original Honda motorcycles and makes every attempt to bring them to their original
factory condition. Any imperfection is corrected with original parts and paint. This bike needed
very little to meet that standard. This bike looks, runs and rides like new. With very good tires,
new chain, new battery and completely detailed, its ready to ride. In fact, this bike has a This
seat height allows for the rider to have both feet flat on the ground when stopped. Being easy to
maneuver, the Honda Rebel is the preferred choice of many motorcycle training facilities. This
bike won't disappoint you. For more information, visit fredsrebels on Facebook. Rebel , perfect
first bike to learn on. This bike is in VERY good shape for the year and starts right up. Good life
left on front and rear tires. We offer layaway and flexible financing options. Starts and runs well.
I restored this bike after someone tried to make it into a "bobber". Many new parts including:
rear fender, front and rear sprocket, ignition, fuel cap, steering lock, battery, chain, etc. Carb
was rebuilt and fuel tank was sealed with POR Bike runs well, has good compression. Comes
with hardback manual and new XL half helmet. Has been there since. Just don't feel like
refurbishing myself. Requires:New carburetor New fuel tank unless you're able to refurbish
original. New or rebuilt front brakes. All other parts and equipment seem good but may also
need some attention. All Electronics operational. Has new battery, spark plugs, and new oil
flushed out old oil with motor flush. Mileage is Both bikes start easily idle smooth and run well. I
had a devil of a time finding the head lamp for the Hensim so when I did find a source, I bought
3. So there are 2 spare headlamp bulbs. My kids rode them all last summer without problems.
They are both moving out this summer and don't have a place for them so rather than have
them sit around my garage, I'm getting rid of them. The price is negotiable! Payment by PayPal
or cash locally. I'm sorry, but I
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can't help with shipping. Model Magna V This bike runs like new and is in excellent condition
considering it's age. Great bike at a great price with many miles of smiles ahead! Call or Text for
more info Could use some paint but is in good running condition. I have more bikes for sale on
facebook-Allen Manasco. You are buying a Honda Rebel Really good shape to be a Runs good,
no smoke or leaks. Has a slight throttle stick. The milage is unknown, I put in a rough guess at
50k. New battery New helmet New throttle cables Full size tarp cover Turn signals This bike is
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